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er This essay is about,teachers and school curriculum and their relationship

to the society they serve and the community in which they function. Sir-ice

educational institutions serve a regulatory function (i.e. the true reason for

-4
which they exist is to prepare people to fit smoothly'into the operational

patterns of other social institutions); what goes on in schools will mirror the

interests of the status quo in any, society. To.say that American schools

9
reflect the dominant interests of American society is an anthropolical truism.

Therefore the question facing educators and community people is. not: ought .

schools reflectreflect our society but rather: 1) what are the interests that our

educational institutions reflect? 2) what are the'manifestations of that

reflection? and 3) can our society and its eduCational institutions transform

sr> -

themselves?

1)'hat American Society, is organized to represent the in.terests of a capital-

ist ruling class has been documented to my satiefaction by Michelson 1

, Apple
2

,

Mann , Gintis
4

, and a host of others and does not'concern me in this essay.

Instead I want to explore the way in which American schools manifest the interests

of -a capitalist eulIng class and the possib lities for social/educational trans-
.

#

formatiorr within,that context. .

. , I

Although schools haVe.always 'served the dominant interests in our society

. -
the manner in which they hive accomplished this purpose has changed as the demands

t

of ruling class interest he've altered, In the eighteenth, nineteenth and early

twentieth century sub cultures in American society were diverse and potent.

School was not necessarily the primpry source of enabliAg knowledge for large

numbers of people. Social relatioris...in capitalist America through the early

twentieth century did not require te:vast numbers df people with standard

3
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institutional behavior patterns; reading; speaking and writing skills demanded
4

by our contemporary bureaucratic state. The emergence of the bureaucratic state

along with the altered requirments of the American economy spured the develop-
.

ment of universal, mass education. However, the changing needs of a class

dominated society should not be confused with restructuring of the relationship

of the classes to each 'other within that society. Universal education was never

intended nor has it resulted in the destruction of the class basis of our society.

By the mid-twentieth century the greatly increased demands of the various

governmental and private bureaucracies', the growth of white collar and service

occupations put pressure on schools to accomodate ever larger student populations

for longer and longer periods of time. Public education ceased to, if indeed
f

it ever did, provide vocational training. Increasingly schools credentialed

people i,e. certified that they were ready for entry status in the job market.

No one seemed to mind much when the job market was expanding and most anyone

--4.4417Freould-get through school and many who did not could get a decent job, paying.

a li aible wage. No one seemed to notice that the amount of schooling required

for occupation after occupationoteadily increased. A complex world demands

more highly educated workers the logic went. As the American economy slowed
e

down in the early seventie§ some of the conventional wisdom about schooling and

its role in society could no longei\be sustained.

In The Great Training Robbery lv r Berg5 exploded the myth that colleges

train peOple for employment. In truth th y)increaNg.iy serve to keep people out

of the job market and provide them with credentials. 'The knowledge and skills

necessary to perform competently in most whitehite collar occupations, many so called

professions, and virtually all blue collar jobs do not require a college education.

However for awhile because longer and longer schoolinghelp people off the job

market the real problem was concealed: that there are no longer enough jobs for all

the people who want to maintain their middle class status and/or for all those



who aspire to middle class status.that the American political and economic

system is supposed to be able to deliver when you follow the rules and work

hard. Instead of a good life vs4-better life it is becoming increasingly

clear that the question posed by our political and economic structure in the

1970's is: do we want a continued high rate of unemployment or do we want a

greatly increased labor force contesting for poorly paid jobs. It is within

this social policy context that the major educational policy decisions of the

next decade will be made. As Deitch has already pointed out:

"Pressure is building to permit youngsters to start
working at an earlier.age, at a lower minimum wage,
and substitute on-the-job learning for the,classroom.
Current experimental 'work,study' programs in high
school and college are ripe for expansion into a
large pool of employables available to compete with
existing underemployed labor. . .A society unable to
invest rapidly enough in real production doesn't
require a dynamic expanding educational system.
What it does require is an educational machine to
train people to accept jobs below theit capabilities
and in increasing competition with other workers for
a piece of a declining standard of living. . . Thy
restructuring of the educational system is going
hand in hand with changing labor requirements, the-'
corporbte need to modify the character and capability
of the work force under new 'managed' capitalism.
. . . Stated another way, a depression-oriented economy
is employing a revamped educational system to'retard
the development of a dynamic and productive working .

class."6

For 'several years now "Career Education" has been a popular catch phrase

among educational policy makers. Sociologists such as James Coleman,are redis-

% covering he joys and benifits of early exposure to the world of work. One

is tempted to,ask why so little attention was given the educationally redemptive

aspects of the work a day world When the unemployment rate was lower,

To tell the American public that children must enter the labor force as

menials because educational practice has failed is a reactionary hoax. See for

example "Career EducatJom: Program on a White Horse" by LaDucca and Barnett.

In fact contemporarl/ educational practice'has succeeded quite well at doing

5
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what was asked of it by the dominant interests of our society in the past and

today educational practice is being modified to accomodate the changing rquire-

ments of those interests. Not to benefit the masses of American children. This

is not to say educational practice, should not be changed.- It should. In

iliserving well the social, political and e omic interests of the powerful few,

public schools have failed countless thousands of poor, and working class

children of all races whose interests are nbt andicannot be served=within the

existing educational and social structure, Rist has documented with chilling

clarity the extent to, which class bias was reflected in the day in day out

teaching routine of primary school teachers in one Ghetto school.8 He describes

in detail the differential treatment, given to students,:according to the, teachers

perception of their class and how this differential treatment resulted in a

rigid caste system within the school. With schoOl rewards and punishment

distributed accordingly. 4:le concludes:

It should be apparent, .of course, that if one desires
this society to retain its present social class con- \
figuration and the disproportional access to wealth,
power, social and economic mobility, medical care,
and choice of life styles, one should not disturb the
methodS of education as presented in this study. This
contention is made because what develops a"caste' 4
within the classrooms appears to emerge in the larger
society ats 'class.' The low income children segregated
as a caste of 'unclean and intellectually inferior'

persons may very weld be those who in their adult, years
become the car washers, dishwashers, welfare recipients,

and participants in humerbus.other un or underemplOyed
roles within this society.

. . ft appears that the
public school system not only, mirrors the configui-afions
of the larger society, but alSC significantly contributes
to.maintaining them." ,9

The question, theh, ,/e not ought the schools be changed but. in whose.

interests shall. educators struggle fo change them? Who shall our allies be?

There is fear in our podeety, and in our schools and the powerful will try to

. ' ,
.

mnipillate that fear. Students witrbe fold unions `are their enemies because
,.. ,

.

.

.

7 / _ ..

4 .. .

of restrictiVe apprenticeship provamZ,; Ainio 'Members will fear competition
, \,.

I
O
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from lower, paid students; whites will beAold that affirmative action is a

major touse of white male unemployment; poor people and minorities will be told

a
that they are:oOpkessed betause-they don't play by societies rules and succeed

in schools; middle class whites will be told that formal schooling is less and

and less relevent to the demands of contemporary society. Millions of

peoptt will struggle_for e. small piece of,
'

the'pie while the bulk of it goes

,k

to the few. And teachers will be told.to dp what they are told because they

are a glut on the market and lucky to have jobs. Times like these give rise to

despair but they are also times of,great hope.. Ag millions of middle class

whites join the ranks of unemployed or underemployed, as more families reqUire

that both adults workto make ends meet, as the dream of home ownership

receeds into the ever more distant future, and length of loan periods on major

items like cars increases for many to four and five years; there will`be

increasing numbers of people willing to believe that there is something unjOst-
-..

4

about the structure of this society and willing,to work to change it.

Teachers and schools can pNy a progresiive rote in transforming our

0 .

society. If, mhat teachers teach fla .the way they teach is based on an alliance

with the progressive elements in their schools community trey will find power-

. -

ful and willing allies. Far to Many of our schools are in communities but not

connected to those communities by a web of shared interests. Many of ou students

can succeed in school only to the extent they are willing to change themselves

into individuals who are willing to reject their cultural. and class interests.

0- -

In describing the attitudes of the faculty _at a university servin working

'% J

class student's, McDermott comments that they (the faculty): 0.0

7
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. . di.d not feel ca:;jgd upon to know the specific
cultural hi,story and e periences of the spdents they
taught. Neither they nor anyone in their academic
professipnconsider it their task to use, their own
sUperior symbolic gifts and .widel- historical pdrspec-
tive to \Identify the specific historical culu.re of
their students, to clarify its. ambiguities, to
criticize it, purging if.of its moral (not geograph-
ical)proiincialism , and thus assist the students to
develop a culture which is at once perOrmi.kly ennobling'
and politically self-conscious." 10

ti

Educators cannot cling to such attitudes'if they are to be more than pawns

of,the.powerful. Nor can edugators allow themselves to heal- the word'''.

community and think black community or the word disadvantaged and see black

'faces. The present curriculum of too many of our schools athounts to cultural

Werfar

ell

. 6.

gainst not only many black children, but poor and middle cla'ss whites

rticle on education in coal Mining regions pgbliShed in the

United Mine Workers Journal reports:

':The schools claimed to teach about' the principles
of detocracy, using books which were filled with
the names° of all the governors and senators 11 the
state's history, but didn't see fit to Use as an
example the miners long fighttfordemocracy in their
own union and lbal field communities."

"Basford had picked up a fewstorie5 about the union
outside of school from relatives and.people in the
community, but basically this'high school graduate says
he came to_bis new position as a coal miner, union
member, and adullm"titizen of a coal community with
almost no understanding of the union and industry
.which are so important in his life." 11

lkt The curriculum in the schools in many coal minin.gcommunities apparently

doesn't overtly attack the Culture of the coal, mining'regionS it simply ignores

it. As a consequenCe it helps alienate the young in those communities from

3IL.

,

their eultural heritage and eatabilshes the schools as alien pretence. -All

of which, has political significance. People whose,past h
4

them, whose present has, been mystified,' cannot construct
.

---

the future. To struggle to create an maintain freedom

begn .taken from .

adequptja vision of

necessary to
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recogni-ze manIfestations of injustice and oppression. Curriculum which retards

such recognitionis politically reactionary and s.erves ruling class interests.

Tiie first task of the school as part of a community is to begin to make
air

cultul'al criticism the, basis of its curriculum and its instructional program.

Within schools teachers tan begin by asking,themselves and designing activities

which,help sutdents ask questions such as: what elements of our national culture

o

serve the interests of my community or the interests of people like,me; if
1'

my interests Are served what is the effect on other people; what social

institutions touch my life every day4- whose interests do they serve; how can

those institutions be influenced? Such probing goes well beyond the scope

and purpose of such classic "community involvement" strategies as bringing

in "neighborhood'helpers" to talk to primary schoolchildren or sponsoring

anti - litter campaigns in junior high or high school. The purpose is different.

Such questioning is designed to.illuminate the world as it is and allow children

to draw Conclusions in a
democratic and scientific fashion rather than sell a

static conception of the world with what is good and what, is bad.clearly

identified and labled and contained Within distinct boundaries. A useful

handbook for teachers who want" their students to explore and question the world

around them and the social relationships of that world as evidenced in their

community is W. RQn Jones, Finding Community. 12
Although the content is now

somewhat dated he provides a handy format for students to actively participate ,

in the examination of their communities.

Any proposal requires interested, talented and dedicated peopl ocarry

it forward. However to rely s6lely on individuals struggling alo e to change

.anything is a bankrupt strategy: Qn the other extreme relying on changes

to be mandated from some higher source of authority reveals an elifest'i

lack of faith in the peoples ability to act in their own interests once those

9
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interests are known to them. For educators that means that tHe best place tq
P

work for progr'essive goals is in indrcidual schools. I agree with Goodlad that:

"The single 'school is the largest and the proper

unit for educational change. The single teacher

is too small a unit to be a focus for,significant

change. Cultivation of teachers' necessary know-
ledge, skills and attitudes,is no assurance that
the 'culture of the school wi,l 1 support their use.

The school system is too,large a unit and it is

structurally not organic. What is good for its
maintenance freqmtly is a destructive pollutant
for the school."

If students can be involved in critically examining society as they .

experience it so too, teachers, students and community members can examine,

t

school practices and procedures. Such as examination requires the abandonment

of the siege mentality exhibited by many school people. If the policies and

procedures in a school do in 'fact best serve the interests of the school

community and its children then those policies and procedures will be strength-
.

enpd by criticism and inquiry. If they do not reflect those interests then

s

teachers should te the allies of community members and children who seek to

change them.
\

An examination of school policies and practices is filled with possibilities
.. ,

for'currculum development if teachers learn toluse,them. To do so however it

will 'be necessary to move away from reliance on packaged curriculum materials

developed by Outsiders. Too often to walk into one elementary school is to walk

into every elementary school._ Educational torporatiorrs, large and small, peddle

their wares regionally and nationally.- Mainly old stuff in new packages'

What variance there is in school curriculum is frequently limited to a narroh

range of technical modifications within a standard format. We are asked to

believe such modifications iresignificarit mach the way Burger Kihg would 'like

usto believe that "having it our wagt.rsOmehow makes their proddct signifi-

cantly different from that offered by Macdonalds who "do it all" for us.

10
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Despite the slick attractiveness of many of these materials they have the

cummulative effect of mystfying the world the children experience and errecting..

a barrier between the school community Members. Molnar and Roy14 have

illustrated how elementary teachers could, given the desire., involve children,

and parents, in curriculum development using readily available; inexpensive

materials. Skills can be taught, knoWledge acquired, and understanding

deepened when teachers, children, and parents work together on the school

curriculum because what is taught and,what is learnel is then fartmore likely

to-be rooted in the genuine experiences of the children in the community and

not fabricated in some curriculum factory across the continent.

Educators are open to,the same critkIsm that Victor Papanek levels at

industrial designers in Design For the -Real World. He attacks industrial

designelcs p not designing products that people need. Products whichare

straight forward, useful and uncomplicated. In his Preface, Papanek proposes

that one thing industrial designers could do for hUmankind would bd to stop

working entirely Howev'er, he goes onto say:
.

"It seems to me that we can go beyond not working
. at all, and work positively. Design can and must

become a way in whichoung people can participate
in.changing society." 15

Carrying this analysis forward into the schools and their curriculum tells'us

that turritulum would not only help students identify the nature of the social

relationships In their communities but would also help provide them -with the

tools necessary to transform those relationships if, they so choose.

The catch all criticism1leveled at proposed changes in the nature and

.

'content of school curriculum is thatthe char* probably-rdpresents some value

position and that schools and their curricula must remain value neutral.-

SchOols and their curricula are not nor are they ever likely to be value free.

oq
Contemporar-y analysis of'curriculum materials used to teach such basic and

supposedly "neutral" subjects as reading and math have found evidence of
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pervasive racism and sexism, Even if it were possible topurge all curriculum

mate'riaas of their raett and sexist conte schools --would remain under intense

pressure to reflect the cultural interests of the ruling class. The argument

over professionalprofessional control versus community participation in curriculum decisions'

serves ruling class ,interests because it establishes a phony and unproductive'

...-

conflict. The conflict is macIA to appear td be between professional expertise

(which is claimed to,,,be "object' " and value free) and the non-objective value

laden interests of community members. Fundamentally the'conflict is between the'

interests of those who want -soc relationships .to remain as they are an.91.1.0alose
.,

who, would see them altered. The curriculum is the battle ground but it is not

the issue.

In such battles the interests the status quo will always Win if the

problem, or issue is not posed correctly. Those interests wilt always win

when the school and community stand apart from one ano The, hope for

schools to have a tralisformational role in society depends on their unity with

the progressive forces in their communities. For teachers who are interested

in seeing schools play such a role the place tie,work is not among the priyi-
,

ledged, it is among those whore not being served will by the syst6m-r

and, that does not rule out many places. The list of potential schools would

include schools in'white and blue collar bedroom,commumities as well as schools

.

in the ?finer city. Examinhing the social relationships in those Communities is

more likely than not to reveal to tea,chers,. students and community members

bases for alliances across racial and caste lines tih4t could be part of a

larger process of social trlansformatidn. Pr good place for teachers to work, and

a forum that'can be responsive is pFofessqcinal groups. The inclusion of parents

and students in professional activities as well as the organization of political .

**
caucuses within professiconal,or-ganization can not only help you identilly allies

but magnify your strength.



Pfactical minded teachers will fairly ask, but what do I do differently

tomorrow? The honest answer is that curriculum materials and instructional

strategies.do not emerge from theory alone. It is true they are bounded by our

intentions but they can only emerge froM our practice. As teachers attempt

to translate some of-the ideas in thIsessay into the practice of their class-
,

rooms, ideas for activities will present theipselves, and as teachers work with

children using those activities the ideas presented here will be criticized,

modified, and further developed, allowing the-creation of additional activities

and so on.

The folldWing guidelines offer a place to begin thinking about how,_
to work differently in your school. Hopefully you will use these thoughts

as a basis for
actk,

ion<

fore, it it necessary i)64earn..4b act effectively without taking foolish risks'

Here are some suggestions for deci what action to take and how to, take it.

1. Don't If you don't went to. Don't pretend. Know.

-what ''ou are willing to f o. If you are not clear you

will get, n -other peoples way.

2. Start where you are At every level of public education

'there are people who say change can only occur at some

other level: .Learn what you can do, don't dwell ontwhat.

you canit.
)

3. k small. All the steps that'any of us take must be

small: Don't confuse Small steps with a small vision.

Picking small issues you can win w give you momentum.

11#
Losing a big one will not.

4., Identify allieS(in the school and the community.. Is

there apersoh or two' where you work that agrees with

you? If there. are` then begin t) talk, share ideas and



give each other support. Nothing will change as long as we .

remain isolated. A single good teaciher can always reach

An individual child bit as long as teaching is an activity

of isolated individuals the system will destroy thousands

for every child reallieci-. 4.. Only collective action has any

hope of succeeding.

5. Do something tangible. D'on't just share with your allies.

,Do something that others and perhaps more importantly you

yourself see is changing something pOsitively.

6. Be Positive. Too many good people unnecessarily separate

themselves from potential allies b'y knowing better what

they don't want than what they do want. Be prepared to

expl'ain what you are for not just what you are against.

7. Survey yciur resources. Know-that 'you have or can get the

human and material resources to make the change/you are

propOsing. If yOu are the only resource for the proposed

change it is likely the chang6ill not last longer th6n

41'
you.

/

. 8 Involve students and commu ity people. Help people see

ways they can help you; concrete thihgs they can do. Too

often people would like to help but don't know how.

Know when to comprothise7- Two steps forward and one back

is far preferable to no.forward progress. Just remember

compromises are creatures of circumstance, and circum-

stances change though not always right away.
r

10: '-Don't stop. Try and work on changes in such'a way that

changing one thing causes a confrontation with something
a

else that should be changed. The history of attempts to

14

,12.
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change almost anything provides plenty of examples of,

the seemingly dramatic one shot victory that has ultimate)), .

resulted in nothing, because people were willing to stop

their forward motion when they thought they had "won."

It is difficult to write anything about changing education in America

that is hopeful. It is difficult to think about changing American society and

('''

be hopeful. It is difficult not to be numb. But there are no saviors, we must

)3.

do what needs doing or it will remain undone. The roots of our schools

problems are buried deeply within our culture. We must never lose sight of

that unalterable fact. We must learn better the connections between what we.

do in schools and what must be done in society. Changing the schools will not

in itself change society but we can help make-them laboratories in which students
.-.

and community people can learn what changes can be made and how to make them.
..

.
,

.

As. Marcuse has said. . . "The joy of fileedpm and the-need to be free must precede

liberation."16 Our steps will at first be small, but if they are progressive

' steps they can be significant.

I

.
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